[Centralization, dynamic triage and multidisciplinary teamwork on the platform of critical care medicine: the key of success during the rescue of 4/20 Lushan earthquake victims].
To summarize the rescue experiences of the 4/20 Lushan earthquake victims by the 2nd "National medical experts team" and analyze the current emergent therapies for earthquake victims in China. Principles of "four centralization" (centralized the victims, the medical experts, the equipment and treatment) during the rescue of Lushan earthquake were clarified to transport the critical victims to the central hospitals as soon as possible,and cover the several aspects at the same time; and to set up a multi-series connection among the mobile ambulance hospital in epicentral area, the triage/transfer hub in surrounding area as well as the central hospitals in rear. A multidisciplinary and multi-level experts team according to the different characteristic of each wave of earthquake, cooperation between the national multidisciplinary experts team and the local health care workers, and dynamic multi-time triage were built to detect the critical or potential critical victim in time. Clinical therapy was performed with rehabilitation medicine in early stage. All of above were our successful experiences leading to the minimization of mortality and disability of the earthquake victims. The rescue of the 4/20 Lushan earthquake victims is an example in recent years, characterized by timely, powerful, rapid, scientific and highly efficient. The principle of "four centralization" (centralized the victims, the medical experts, the equipment and the treatment) is a fundamental guarantee for successful rescue.